
Getting Started 
video introduces 
unit topics  using  
talking teens  to 
grab students’ 
attention. 

Opening page. 

High frequency vocabulary 
presented in a visually- 
attractive style with 
contextual support. 

Clear links to Vocabulary 
basics and Advance your 
vocabulary to cater for 
mixed ability classes. 

Learning outcomes at the 
start of every unit and skills  
lessons  give clear objectives  
to  teachers and students. 

Take a Tour Level 3 



Clear learning outcome 
to inform students of 
task aim. 

Texts with real life 
topics to capture 
students’ attention. 

Web quests with 
clear sign posts and 
tips  to guide 
students in self study. 

Critical thinking task to 
develop real  life skills  
such as how to 
analyse, imagine, 
assess and create (see 
notes underneath). 

Word builder 
feature to help 
students 
increase their 
word bank. 

Words in context task 
for vocabulary support 
and developing text 
attack skills. 

Extra 
comprehension 
work to further 
exploit text and 
further develop 
reading skills. 

The longer read extended  
text for mixed ability 
teaching. 



Analyse section 
encourages  students  

to compare English 
grammar with their 
own language. 

Flipped classroom 
grammar presentation to 
engage  students and 
offer flexible  learning. 

Clean design for clear 
reference  and  easy 
understanding. 

Link to Grammar basics 
for mixed ability teaching 
(TRF). 



Digital flashcard 
presentation tool to 
introduce  the  topic in 
a fun way and  find out 
what students already 
know. 

Vocabulary basics and 
Advance your 
vocabulary activities  
for mixed ability 
teaching. 



Life skills lessons combine 
with cultural and social 
awareness features to 
prepare students for life 
outside the classroom. E.g. 
prioritizing,  coping with 
stress and giving 
presentations. 

Words in context aid 
comprehension and 
expand vocabulary. Clear simple steps to 

support students with 
life skill.. 



NEW BBC Culture Byte 
videos broaden students’ 
knowledge  of 
international culture 
with teen-engaging 
content. 

In Level 3 Cultural awareness page 
becomes  Social awareness (conciencia 
social), and focuses on general  interest 
topics such as social  media and 
international  festivals. 



Clean design for 
clear reference 
and easy 
understanding of 
grammar rules. 

Grammar basics for mixed  

ability teaching. 

In the Literature Task 
students visit the Readers 
website to find out more 
information about the 
story, author or genre. 

In Levels  3 and 4 the 
Grammar in context CLIL 
section focuses on 
literature. This offers  a 
link to a different 
Macmillan Reader in each 
unit.  



Optional, clearly-staged Make a video 
task to appeal to digital  learners. 

                        

Task order for greater 
emphasis on 
Speaking.         

Lesson opens with 
model video to catch 
students’ attention. 

Pronunciation 
feature to further 
develop speaking 
skills. 

Learning outcome so 
students know 
exactly what the task 
objective is. 

Increased 
scaffolding to 
support final 
speaking task. 



Focus on content 
feature to work on 
writing organisation 
skills. 

Clean design and layout. 

Focus on language 
supports students’ 
skills production. 

Guided Writing kit 
with Useful phrases 
to support students’ 
written work. 



Collaborative projects now  
all together in the end matter  
for easy reference. 

Digital Literacy 
feature to 
engage and 
cater for digital 
learners. 

Clear 4-step 
task structure 
to guide and 
support 
students. 

Collaborative 
projects (3 in 
total) offer 
real-life-
relevant tasks 
suitable for 
extension and 
assessment as 
well as 
facilitating 
cooperative 
group work. 
Projects include 
Making a 
(digital) wall, 
leaflet, and 
presentation.     



Model exam 
examples  to raise 
students’ awareness 
of exam task format. 

External exam trainer offers 
essential practice material to 
prepare students for Cambridge 
PET or Cambridge-model exams. 

External exam trainer 
now focuses  exclusively 
on Speaking (Listening 
now in WB) to provide 
concentrated support for 
this  key exam skill. 

Exam tips offer 
information on task 
types and what to 
practice to complete 
them successfully. 

About the 
Exam 
provides 
information 
on what the 
examiner asks 
and why. 



Study guide now in end matter for ease 
of reference. 



NEW Pronunciation Lab offers tips and 
activities to practise pronunciation of the 
vocabulary and grammar featured in the units.  


